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Movie house mood

Spartans destroy Aggies in tourney opener

Trummond’ offers slapstick. not Shakespeare
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CSU counsel
may require
lease change

Singular sensation

Credit union still on hold

Susie Kocher. a social science major, El Kim, an electrical engifleeting major and Stitatine Kim. a nursing major, reach every

want to see this
thing get off the
ground.’
Tom Boothe,
A.S. president

man ot the hoard. had been hopeful ot
opening by March 2. But that date has
come and gone without Richardson
acting on the lease.
Boothe. who last week had been
reluctant to put too much pressure on
Richardson, finally called the counselor on Monday
"He indicated that several
amendments should he made."
Boothe said.
But because Fullerton. not
Boothe. is Richardson’s client, he
would not tell Boothe what those
amendments might he.
Yet after a meeting Wednesday
morning with Fullerton, (Soothe did
speculate as to what may he causing
See

, Wei page

A.S. president won’t seek re-election

Board
fails to
override
fund veto
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Last week’s veto by Associated
Students President Toni Boothe of a
$1.348 allocation for the Turkish
Folklore and Ensemble Club, will
stand.
At Wednesday’s meeting of the
A.S. hoard of directors, an attempt to
defeat the veto lost by one vote. Eight
votes are needed lOr an override. The
hoard came up with a 7-4 tally.
Boothe was not surprised by the
support the club received.
"It’s a political thing." he said.
"No one wants to look had and not
give the group the money."
Boothe had vetoed the allocation.
which had been approved at last
week’s A.S. hoard of directors meeting. for two reasons.
First. Omer Uyuklu, the club’s
adviser, had said he would consider rejecting the allocation. The club had orginally requested $1.896 to purchase
16 costumes, hut at the meeting it had
been lowered to $1.348.
meeting.
Wednesday’s
At
Uyuklu explained why he made that
statement.
"I was upset," Uyuklu said. "I
was hoping we were going to receive
the full amount."
With the $1,348. the club would
only he able to order 13 costumes. he
said.
Boothe’s other objection was that
80 percent of the dance troupe’s members. who were to have received the
costumes, were not SJSU students.
According to the figures presented by Uyuklu at last week’s meeting. 17 members of the troupe are
SJSU students. while 11 are non -students.
Ed Webb. vice president of the
club, said at Wednesday’s meeting the
organization was recognized by Student Seis ices as a group on campus.
Boothe agreed with him hut said
the monev was to he used by the dance
troupe, which does not reach the required ratio.
Ala meeting Friday with Uyuklu
Set’ vEro, barA page

Nancy Nadel -- Daily staff photographer
which way but up as ’reri Wexted performs with her Dance Aerobics
class, held Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Spartan Complex.

By David Barry
Daily staff wnter
The lease that will enable the
Washington Square Federal Credit
Union to begin operation in the A.S.
business office may need changes he litre SJSU University President Gail
Fullerton will sign it.
At least that is the opinion of Associated Student President Tom
Boothe after speaking with Bruce
Richardson earlier this v, eek .
Richardson, an assistant general
counsel for the California State University System and the SJSU general
counsel, reviewed the legality of the
lease for Fullerton.
But as of late Wednesday afternoon. neither Boothe nor Fullerton
were sure of what needed to he
changed because the lease and Richardson’s recommendations had not arrived from the CSU chancellor’s office
in Long Beach. Boothe said.
The lease had been approved Feb.
17 by the Student Union Board of Directors and Feb. 18 by the A.S. board
of directors.
It was then sent Feb. 20 by
Boothe to Richardson’s office.
At that time. Boothe and Mike
McLennan. the credit union’s chair -

1 inti Boot he
.

irrevuleril

San Jose State University students at a state les el ’
Boothe said he made the announcement to stir
interest in the March 25 and 26 elections.
"The final deadline for turning in applications
to run for, office is (Monday)." he said. "People
who may he interested in running should know that
the elections are upon us..’
Boothe described some of the responsibilities
the A.S. president faces.
"It is very important to find qualified, competent individuals for the position." he said. "When
the time arises, the president negotiates with (Student Union Director) Ron Barrett and (Director of
Spartan Shops) l d Van Zant. The A.S. president

By David Barry
Daily stall writer
Tom Boothe is ill not seek re-election as Associated Students president.
Boothe made the announcement at Wednesday’s A.S. hoard of directors meetinu
"I Just want to make it public at this time. he
said.
Boothe said he would rather run for A.5 director of California state student affairs, the position
currently held by Bob Gunter.
"I have been concerned about the San Jose
State University students at a campus level."
(Soothe said. "Now I am interested in helping the

also meets with President Fullerton...

Boothe said he had been considering his options since February.
"People have been coming up to me and asking
if 1 was going to run again." Boothe said. "Some
have even told me that ill was going to run, they did
not want to run against me.
"The key was trying to ind somebody who I
could support and I think I’ve found him." he said.
That somebody is Mike McClennan, director of
the Washington Square Federal Credit Union. But as
of Wednesday. MeClennan had still not agreed to
run for the position. If he does run, he will have to
resign Inim the credit union position.

Jackson Browne gives benefit concert
By Victor Manuel Inzunza

Performer’s
songs accent
political views

Daily staff writer

By Victor Manuel inzunza
Daily staff writer

The Palo Alto -Stanford Mcdial
Aid Committee for Central America,
started in 1984 by a group of Stanford
graduate students, has in three years
sent more than 530.000 in medical aid
and supplies to Nicaragua.
See BENEFIT, Ika I. page

Jackson Browne
_singer rehlifIrill tit hi ’ill

,The possibility of a U.S. war in (
ishat Jackson Brow ne has been lighting against.
Browne has begun in recent years to weave an ever-increasing political message into his lyrics, and has become a
knowledgeable and strident critic of American foreign pot
icy in Central America.
On Sunday. Browne will perform a benefit concert for
the Palo Alto -Stanford Medical Aid Committee for Central
America, an organiiation to help alleviate the health crisis
in Central America, and the South Bay Sanctuary Covenant. a group of South Bay churches which assists and pro
leo% refugees in the Bay Area.
"Lives in the Balance.** Browne’s latest album. reused last year, was a stinging and impassioned indictment
il 11.S. foreign policy in Central America.
The album, which has sold about half a million copies
according to Rolling Stone magazine. did not receive very
See BROWNE. bark page

Freshman appointed A.S. business director
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Although she is only a freshman. Monica Cushing believes she has the necessary
experience to he the Associated Students
Director of Business Affairs.
And so does the A.S. hoard of directors.
By a 10-0 vote at Wednesday’s meeting. they appointed Cushing to the position.
Gerald Repast and Denise McLean
also applied for the position, which was vacated when Scott Davies resigned on Feb
II to take a full-time job.
Davies, who held the position in 198586, was selected its the board in November
after the directorship had been vacant most
of the semester. The director elected for
1986-87. Don O’Grady, was released by the
hoard in September after he missed low
consecutive meet togs .
Cushing became interested in the position at that toile.

"I applied last
semester, hut they selected Scott Davies.
who had more experisaid.
she
ence."
"Since that time. I
have gained experience by serving on
the budget hoard and
assisting Scott. So
when the position
opened up. I applied."
Cushing believes Monica Cushing
the wait was to her
. new director
benefit.
"I would not have had the experience
at that time," Cushing said. "But working
with Scott. I learned more about the A.S.
and I reel better prepared."
A .S President Tom Boothe, who recommended Cushing to the hoard, said she is
ready for the position

"She is a qualified candidate who has
demonstrated competency and ability in
handling the budget committee and in her
duties as interim director of business affairs." he said.
Cushing is also respected by the hoard.
he said.
"She is very popular with the directors
and has been accepted as an equal by the
other directors, despite being a freshman.’
Boothe said.
Prior to coming to 8.1SU. Cushing
served for five years in her high school and
junior high school student governments.
Cushing described her position.
"My entire capacity at this time is
dealing with the budget, reviewing requests
and listening to groups:. she said.
Getting the budget together is her tiro
priority. With meetings every Tuesday and
Thursday. the hoard is moving toward that
goal They have heard 19 groups, she said.
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Pile drisers are nuns working at the Engineering site.

Pile driving beginning
on engineering site
By Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writer

The building phase ot Project 148 is I many underway.
Pile driving began on Monday and is expected to he
completed in our weeks, depending on the weather, said
Barry Widen, project superintendent for Perini Corp.. the
general contractor.
Project 88 is the 538 million renovation and expansion
of SJSU’s Engineering Building. It is slated for completion
in fall 1988
Widen said an average of 30 piles a day will he driven
See PROJECT 88. bark page
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Editorial

Let’s get the homecoming ball rolling
avoid the feoCCUITellie 01 the linancial
commercial mishaps of last year’s
homecoming, the 1987 Associated Students Homecoming Committee should begin
the planning of next year’s activities as soon as
possible.
Organizing such a huge event is a difficult
and it must he
and time consuming task
done carefully and thoroughly.
It’s not good to have possible sponsors
and other schools looking down on SJSU because oi its disorgan i z at ion .
I .ast fall, business relationships the homecoming committee had with major sponsors
and several groups on campus were very loose.
Many promises were made by the committee.
but weren’t kepi. These problems in communication can easily he avoided.
First of all, selective members of the
homecoming committee are granted important
responsibilities. They should already be contacting those prospective sponsors for homecoming 1987. This will allow time to design a
To
and

plan early enough to revise it it necessary.
Secondly, the chairman of the committee
should compose a weekly report to update the
the A.S. on the group’s current activities, perhaps taking suggestions on how to solve any
existing problems or ones that may arise in the
future.
The 1986 Homecoming Committee had
numerous problems evolve before, during and
even after the event. One of the critical results
of these problems was losing Bottomley Distributing Co., a three-year sponsor.
Another setback occurred between the
committee and a sponsor a little later when the
collection of $1000 from Santa Clara County
Transit was delayed until December.
Organization and preparation are both pertinent factors in conducting a college football
homecoming and those students that participate
in the various homecoming activities want
something they can look back on with a certain
amount of pride.

THE NAKED "r1ZUTI-1

Reagan must accept Gorbachev’s offer to reduce missiles
There have been some sizable political tremors in the
United States and the Soviet Union as of late. The shilling
geopolitical picture they create holds great promise or progress in and between both countries.
The Iran -Contra scandal has wreaked havoc upon the
credibility and strength ol the Reagan administration.
Doubts concerning Reagans’s competence and credibility
abound.
But the president took a shaky step forward in his address to the nation Wednesday night. lie acknowledged the
1he nuslakes made by his administration and
SCVCrlIN
s Limit complete responsibility
lor them. Be stated his intention to
restructure and review the National Security Council and review
covert operations Ile also stated his desire to learn from his
mistakes, and get on a ith the business 01 the presidency.
If the president really wishes to move forward, however, he should not discard a historic opportunity. Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev has :Monied to sign the first
nuclear arms -reduction agreement with the Soviet Union.
Political changes in the Soviet Union appear immediately positive.
In an almost radical break with the history of Stik 1e1
domestic policy. Gorbachev is implementing the policy ot
glasnost in an attempt to "democraliie.. and ’rejuvenate"
the inert Soviet social and economic system.
Gorbachev’s initiatives include worker incentive pro-

Viewpoint

Annie M.
Belt

grams, economic and political reforms, the recent releases
of more than 150 political prisoners of conscience, and a
proposal for a choice among appnwed candidates in some
elections of party officials. rather than the direct approval of
a designated candidate.
Gorbachev capsulized his intentions last week when he
said. "It is either democracy or social inertia and conservatism. Nothing will Ohne of (democratization) if we do not
fully break the forces of inertia and deceleration which
are . . threatening a freezing up of society and social corrosion...
Last Saturday, Gorbaches said he was willing to sign
"without delay" an agreement to bilaterally reduce all hut
100 Soviet and American medium-range missiles within
five years.
The proposed agreement is not tied to limitations on
development of Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative. in

contrast to a similar proposal made at the Reykjavik summit.
A New York Times report estimates the number of Soviet medium -range SS -20 missiles yv ithin its European and
Asian borders at 441. Each SS -20 missile is capable of carrying three nuclear warheads.
The United States is in the process of positioning 572
medium -range, ground -launched cruise and Pershing 2 missiles. Each missile has one nuclear warhead.
Most medium -range missiles have a range of 1.000 to
3.000 miles.
Perhaps it is unreasonable to expect the same president
responsible for tripling the Pentagon’s black budget preparations for World War IV to even consider signing a nuclear-arms reduction agreement with the Soviet Union.
But if ever there is a time for the president to consider
such a move, the time is now.
It is time for Reagan to meet Gorbachev halfway and
sign a historic nuclear arms-reduction pact.
Such a move could revitalize a sagging public morale
and raise Reagan’s popularity and, not to mention, revolutionize relations between the superpowers.
The president will not find another opportunity equal.
or superior, to this one for salvaging the presidency during
his remaining years in office.
The promise for political progress in the United States
and in Soviet -American relations is ripe.
let’s hope President Reagan doesn’t let it rot.

Reagan should not need to apologize
My angel ii aces not because of what the president
said. but because ol what he didnt say in his nationally- tele. tsed speech.
Is there anyone else %slit, was infuriated by Presider:
Reagan’s response to the ’tosser Commission’s high’s ,
teal report on the Iran unmans e and Reagan’s management
style?
Reagan’s speech was nothing but rhetoric intended to
appease an omnipotent media bent on destroying another
presidency in the name of improving our democracy
The Tower Commission’s findings have been well
documented on the network news
and in newspapers. at least the
sections which portray the president as inept, confused and disengaged from foreign policy decision making processes.
On the whole, however, the media has failed to report
on a major theme ol the report: questions on the balance of
powers in the making of foreign policy.
An exception was an editorial in Wednesday’s Wall
Street Journal devoted to the "balance of power theme."
lime editorial was right on target in suggesting Congress has
attempted to circumscribe the powers of the executive by
enacting vanous legislation. such as the 1982 Boland
Amendment prohibiting aid to the Contras, to avoid another
Vietnam and to negotiate nuclear disarmament with the
Russians
Reagan should have delivered this message last night.
Instead, he choose to apologize to the American public. He
must he saving this speech ha his response to the congressional committee’s bindings.
While critical of Reagan’s management style, the corn1111.0.11111 cited the 1936 Supreme Court case of United States
vs. Curtiss-Wright Export (’orp.. which in part states:
". . . participation in the exercise of the power (to formulate foreign policy) is +tend icantly limited. In this vast external realm, with its important. complicated. delicate and
manifold problems, the president alone has the power to
speak or listen as a representative ol the nation."
The members ot the Tower Commission, John Tower,
Edmund Muskie and Brent Scowcroft. added "the primary
responsibility for the hmmulation and implementation of national security policy falls on the president."
Keeping this in mind. what the hell does Reagan have

Viewpoint

OK HOW’S
YOUR HEART ?

DOESN’T BLEED
SO MUCN NOW
TODAY I’M
PROTESTING
A FILM FOR ITS
SEXIST

VIEW.

A111.

Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express
on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class term’!. Phone
numbers and anonymous letters will not he printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the information center in the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel, length, taste and clarity.
VieWS

Jeff
Goularte

to apologize for? Clearly. he was acting within the legal parameters of the executive office.
Sadly, biased television reporting has made it virtually
impossible to effectively run a democracy. Based on its history of destroying presidencies, it’s amazing Reagan Was
able to prevent the media from achieving its implicit objective before the failure of the Iran initiative gave the media
the issue needed to discredit (to the point of effectively
emasculating) Reagan’s presidency.
1..abeling this foreign policy decision as "Iranscam".
"(’ontragate" or "Ay-a-toll-ya-so" is a deliberate, shameful attempt by the media to sway public opinion.
Evey night the major television networks, like CBS
with Judge Rather holding court), try to convict the Reagan
administration of wrongdoing.
While available evidence may imply guilt. isn’t this
America. a country where people are innocent until proven
guilty? TV anchormen are not qualified to be judge and
airy.
Hopefully. the American people aren’t falling for the
media hype regarding this failed, and somewhat Ilawed,
foreign policy initiative.
As the president admitted, "mistakes were made." hut
too much media attention has been given to the "players"
involved in this "scandal", and not to the reasons why an
administration would undertake such a moot endeavor.
Reform of the executive branch, particularly the National Security Council. is certainly essential, hut our entire
bureaucratic system. indeed society, is in need of change.
It’s time the media objectively analyzed this issue and
placed part of the blame on Congress, where it rightfully belongs.
FUNNY COINCIDENCE.
LATER ON I’M
PROTESTM6 SEX AND
VIOLENCE IN FILMS
FOR PROMOTING
MORAL DECAY,

SAD, ISN’T IT. ALL
-THE DUMB MILITARY
RAMBO DRECK!

Letter to the Editor
Spartan Daily guilty of ethnic slur
Editor,
Shame on you Spartan Daily, more specifically, the
forum editor. for allowing Paul Conrad’s editorial cartoon
to run in the March 2 issue. I’m’ for freedom of the press,
but I’m also for responsible journalism.
In his cartoon Conrad infers that the only difference
between a radical and moderate Iranian is that while the radical has an automatic weapon with plenty of ammunition.
the moderate has a semiautomatic weapon without any ammunition.
Granted, our two countries are not on the hest of terms,
but I think the cartoon does a great disservice to the Iranian
people and especially to your readers. whom. I presume.
you’re trying to inform. I think you’ll agree that not all Iranians tote guns and many don’t like their present regime.
My impression of the cartoon is that it is an unfair, negative
stereotype of a proud people with a rich history.
It wasn’t long ago that many righteous Americans did
the same thing here in our country to millions of Asians.
blacks. Hispanics and Indians. Let’s not do the same to
other people in the world.
Callan) R. Manriquez
Senior
Radio/TV Journalism

SHOULD BAN YTHEN MOVIES
IT ALLI.SHOULDN’T CAN EXPRESS
EXPOSE DELICATE 11-1E RIGHT
AMERICAN MINDS VALUES FOR
AMERICA.
TO SUCH IDEAS’
YOU’RE
RIGHT/
A

(WE

ISN’T FREEDOM"
OF EXPRESSION
GRE AT

Peddling Backward
Paula Ray
Christiansen

Well survive at 65
of driving the speed limit while cars pile
I,ii tired
iron my bumper and mad -eyed motorists give me
i he finger.
Sweet little grandmas, poodles perched on the
arm rest at their side. 11) tiv at speeds that make my
hair turn gray.
It’s time to increase the speed limit on our freeways. We’ve passed legislation for seathelt-wearing
and we’re manufacturing inflatable cushions to reduce
the amount of brain -to-dashboard impact upon collision.
Even the highway patrolmen look at me suspiciously when I putt along at 55.
1 feel their eyes looking for something they can
confiscate from my backseat. Maybe they’re just trying to figure out if the whites of my eyes are red. I’m
not sure. But lit-el guilty.
Guilty, guilty. guilty.
a catch-22 situation. Obeying the law makes
It’s
you suspect -- everybody speeds. Going the speed
limit gets you no reward, and going over the speed
limit makes you guilty (if caught).
I think it’s about time we let people "go with the
flow." which usually flows at about 65 to 70 mph.
Some states have adopted the 65 mph speed limit
for "desolate" highways and straightaways. Arizona
is one and Nevada is another.
I’m proposing that we make it legal to drive
"the" speed limit on commuter highways -- highways like Juniper() Serra and the Nimitz.
Besides, the reduced speed seems to he just as
much of a health hazanl as collisions.
Irritated motorists shoot each other in Los Angeles. In San Jose they simply give you the linger or
scream at you. Or nudge your bumper (it’s happened
to me a few times).
Nobody gets a ticket for had behavior during the
commute, unfortunately.
People’s blood pressures rise and they go almost insane with anger. Heart attacks kill people at the
wheel as they wait for the light to change or the clog to
clear. They die silting, instead of speeding
Actually. there may he a benefit to an increased
speed proposal. Stanford officials recently noticed a correlation between the increased number of deaths of organ transplant patients and the reduced number of automobile deaths.
Although "Stay alive at 55’’ is saving sonic
lives, it’s costing others. The number of organs provided by dr liars who die in accidents are decreasing.
Transplant patients are dying because of the lack of
available hearts, kidneys and other vital organs.
There really is a law of nature. Lives that are lost
are often lost for a reason. And the numbers, overall,
remain the same. Someone dies here, another lives
there.
There may he fewer highway deaths caused by
speeding, hut there are increased deaths elsewhere that
are traffic related in some way ---, blood pressure,
stress, murder, and the "needy."
People take a risk when they get in their car they always will.
Upping the speed limit may reduce commute
time (even if it doesn’t it will give commuters some
satisfaction when they have those quick spurts he wren the 30-minute standstills). Slow -pokes will he
lamed off the road, and those of us who like to obey
the law will he able to obey it without guilt.
No more poker-faced grandmas with their poodles hearing down on me from behind and no more
guilt -inducing inquisitivetyes from the highway patrolman as he whizzes by at a speed higher than the
one he’s hired to enforce.
And more hearts for the ones who need them.
Sounds like a plan.
Paula Christiansen, city editor, likes to drive
fast, hut is forced to drive slow. Piddling Backward appears ev cry Friday .
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Question: Should the speed limit be increased to 65 mph on freeways?
-Yes. th., aloe
unrealt,th to have the
speed Instil AO low.
People are Ilia obeying
the law, and it’s an
twerall bad idea. I like to
drive first. though.
Renee Ilosrell
Senior
Public Relations
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Students take part in study
of obsessive eating disorder
By Annie NI. Belt
Daily staff writer
Eating large amounts oi nigh t
bohydrate and high saga’ hoofs and
then swallow mg latany es or 111,111t. 11111
vomiting is fichay issi characienstic oi
people who "binge and puree,’ said
Roxanne Howe Murphy . an SJSU
health care teacher
Obsessive hinging and purging is
an eating disorder know n as htilimia.
The highest percentages ot
women w lio hinge :Ind purge :ire found
in the 20 to al year age group. I hove Murphy ozild
Studies identify anywhere from
four to 211 percent of the I enizile population as bulimic. /lime -Murphy
said.
There are is lot of factors which
may promote bulimia. Lois Fiedler. an
associate director of counseling said.
’Women are judged more on
image than men." she said Ns a re -
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suit, women are more liequently preoccupied it ith their w eight
"Women hays. traditionally been
put in .5 role N here they ’re responsihle
tor print iding nurturance to their loved
ones. ’ Howe- N1urphy said
hiod mat he a st mhol of nurturance kir some women or a V. it Di hiding I rom prohlems. she said
How e - Murphy is currently conducting a semester -long study to les’
the success rate in it hehay tor -oriented
inters cation program with women 8s ho
hinge and purge.
Obsessiy e hinging and purging is
rarely is problem I or men. Howe -Murphy said It is primanly a wornen-.
disorder.
I lowe-Nlurphy

would not (hscuss
the speta Iles or the treatment at this
time
I loweter. she will release the details when the study is complete zit the
end 01 the semester. she said
The study ins olyes about 21)
students it ho hinge and purge.
I low e -Murphy said. The students are
asked to make a commitment to the
program for lour is sly weeks. As one
student completes the program. another will enter Ii, she said.
The studs ’’is asking whether this
particular prog rani can help a person
control their eating behav iiir. How e Murphy said
"We are also looking at issues
concerning how a person ’eels about
hersel 1 . ’ she said.
The program uses a hehat ioral
approach rather than a medical or a
csssinseling approach, she said.

Howe- Murphy works with the
yiudents on an inch\ ’dual and daily
hash. Eventually they \A ill practice the
program at home
Iollow -through
still determine how !hey do on their
Is, she said.
Billimies "are typically dealing
8k ill)
urge to hinge and purge eiery
day . she said.
Aliot hulimics "do not particularlt copsit or even taste their food . said Fiedler. who is also it counselor
hir women V. ith eating disorders.
"They are in a hurry to eat it
....onetime, just slowing down and tasting load helps." she said.
Support and counseling groups
tIii) locus on eating disorders can help

WASHINGTON (AP)
House Democrats said
Thursday they plan a vote next week on legislation that
would shut off further aid to Nicaragua’s Contra rebels
until pre.ious aid is accounted or. including any nioney
rc
ds,i,su’ertee,d.
from Iranian arms sales or solicited trom pri s ate
"We as a party need to make a statement on this
isstw." said Rep. Da% id Bonita.. I)-Mich. However, he
said aid opponents probably do not have the votes to
override an almost certain presidential veto.

President Reagan said Thursday that investigations
of the Iran -Contra affair must continue hut that he
planned to turn his attention to other matters such as
arms control.
Reagan commented in a speech to members of the
National Newspaper Association, one day after his
speech in which he acknowledged mistakes in the Iranian arms sales hut denied he’d known in advance about
any diversion (il profits to the Contras.
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Demos plan to stop Contra aid

The Democrats’ move was seen as primarily an eflort to focus attention on the administration’s inability to
account for tens of millions of dollars in previous aid
money . an issue already raised by last week’s Tower
commission report on the Iran -Contra affair as well as by
congressional investigators.
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women to "identity
acknowledge
their eating patients arid notice what
triggers
Fiedler said.
Wolin y
feelings preceding an
urge to hinge
such as lonliness,
being unlined. and shame shout their
eating behavior
can give them a
sense of control over hinging and purging. she said.
"N1ost Mimics are the ’good
kids. in the lamily structure," Fiedler
said. "They die ma trouble makers."
Bulimit-s lend to he perfectionist.
and oyerachiey cr.
rhey may he the subject or en or jealousy because they seem to do so
well in Titans different things. Howe Murphy sass!
Bulimics range in weight from
underweight to normal to overweight.
Howe -Murphy said.
They tend to he very secretive
about their ohsessoe eating behavior
and hinge ill priy ate. Fiedler said.
They may tell it girlfriend or their
mother, or they may not tell anyone.
llowe-Murphy said.
"They are afraid they are going
Its be rejected and may themselves
think (hinging and purging) is repulsive behavior." she said.
A destructive relationship with
food is a big issue for a lot of women.
Howe -Murphy said.
ICs important for women to know
there are ways of dealing with these
problems, she said.
Howe-Murphy hopes her study
will "identify ways to help women
I nd their MA 11 capabilities."
Reasons for the wide discrepancy
include the different criteria used in
identity ing hulimics and also their secret te helms ior, she said.
"Even in an ,1111111.51110115 questionaire people may not he willing to
divulge their ohsessie behavior,"
Howe -Murphy said.
The SJSU Counseling Center oilers a weekly Womens Counseling
and Support Group which focuses on
eating disorders. Fiedler said.
The support group helps members
to recognize and acknowledge their
behavior. It is a counseling, not a
treatment program. she said.
11 successful. Howe -Murphy’s
hehat ior-oriented intervention program will he copyrighted and sold on
an intlit idual basis, she said.

Father seeking visitation
may redefine the family
LOS ANGELES (APi
A lath., Singleton was separated, but not diwho isn’t allowed to visit his illegin
vorced. from her husband. Gerald
5-yearold
mate
(laughter is seeking to Dearing of New York. Eventually, she
change Calilornia’s legal definition of had a change of heart and returned
a !amity . attorneys say.
with Victoria to New York to be reThe case arose after the Superior united with her husband.
C’ourt here ruled that businessman MiStill, Hirschensohn argues, Vicchael Ilirschensohn, 44, of Santa toria was conceived during Singleton’s
Monica had no right to visit the girl. relationship with him. and Victoria
Victoria, even though a blood test was horn in May 1981.
showed a 914 percent probability that
he is her father.
In 1984, Hirschensohn won a
California law presumes that it court order allowing him to spend one
husband, unless sterile or impotent, is weekend a month with the child. But
the father of any child horn during a in 1985. Ms. Singleton and her husMarriage.
band asked the Superior Court to reconsider, and a judge ruled IiirschenHowever, Victoria’s mother. sohn had no legal right to the child.
Carole Singleton, lived with Hirschen- The monthly visits stopped.
sohn in an on -again. off-again
relationship from 1978 until 1984,
Novi. Hirschensohn has asked the
according to legal documents filed state Court M. Appeal to give him the
with the Court of Appeal
visitation rights and other considerWhile living with Ilirschensohn. ations that go to any divorced lather.

Congress. alter a two-year ban on direct or indirect
military aid to the Contras, last year approved a $100
million package for fiscal 1987. Reagan is expected to
lo
11y request the final $40 million ol that package in
the next few days, and opponents could then press for a
vote hi disapprove the money.
While such a move could succeed in the House. its
outcome in the Senate is far less clear particularly
since Reagan hired Howard Baker. the former Senate
Republican leader. as White House chief of start-

Shultz visits South Korea
Secretary of State
SHANGHAI. China (AP)
George P. Shultz said he plans to ask South Korean President Chun Doo-Hwan about plans to step down early
next year when he stops in Seoul today.
If Chun goes through with his plans, it will be the
lust
such a peaceful change of power will have occurred in Korea. So that would he a real milestone."
Shultz told Western reporters in Shanghai on Thursday
as he wound up a six -day sisil to China.
Before Chuns replacement can he elected. South
Koreans plan a referendum on a new constitution, the
substance of which is under debate.
Chun and his fellow generals are leaning toward a
parliamentary system with the cabinet selecting the
prime minister Some U.S. analysts sat slIch a sy stem
could help preserve the military oligarchy .
Members of the Korean opposition, prominently
Kim Dae-Jung, are advocating a got eminent headed by
a popularly elected president, modeled aner the constitutions of the Ilnited States :Ind the Philippines

Offshore proposal criticized
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- Gov. George Deukmejian said Wednesday that the Reagan administration’s
latest offshore drilling plan. criticized by some lawmakers. is an improvement hut still goes too far in opening
I ederal waters to oil exploration.
The Republican said in a letter to U.S. Interior Secretary Donald Node!. "Although I consider your new
proposal a significant inioement towards addressing
California’s interests. I find there are still several important items that are not adequately addressed."
Hodes latest five-year plan for the C’alitomia
coast, unveiled last month, would open 11 percent of
previously closed federal waters.
Assemblyman Sam Farr, D-Carmel, culled the proposal "James Watt with a fresh coat in paint." referring
to Hodes predecessor.
In a related development, a majority of California’s
congressional delegation Wednesday. accused Nodel of
failing to address ens irontnental concerns in a revised
lute -year plan tor the coast

Plans aid community colleges
.:0111111111Ce
SACRANIENTO (AP)
A leg
Thursday proposed 92 reforms of the state’s community
colleges. including a "differential funding’ st stem that
would allocate money based on costs, rather than lust the
number of students. It also pniposed going schools
more money for excellence.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-Szin Jose, the
chairman. called the report "an imprestate hi -partisan
commitment- to the two-year community colleges.
He said at a Capitol news conference that he was
optimistic that Goy George Deukmejian would support
the proposals for the 10h -college system.
M. Brian Murphy, chief consultant to the committee, said the reforms would cosi an extra $50 million in
the first year. plus an unknow n a 1110tilli to implement the
"dillerential !tinkling- 5% lens lor instruction, student
ser% sees, libraries, administration, plant operation and
maintenance to he phased in later.

Car belt protection questioned
Seven months alter a ledWASH INGION (AP)
er-al study raised doubts about the protection .1 i lorded by
lap -only automobile safety helts, critics say that the
Transportation Department is slow in getting the belts replaced.
The study by the National Transportation Safety
Board last August sparked controversy among highway
salety experts because it lor the lost time suggested that
rear-seat passengers might he better off in certain crashes
not to wear the lap-only belts
The findings continue to he hotly disputed by the
government’s top highway safety agency. the National
Highway Tralfic Safety Administration. and other safety’
groups. which claim the study has w i..ogly persuaded
lap hells
some people not

Space open for London program
By Deborah

Guadan

Daily stall writer

Travel and exploration in London
are available to SJSU students this semester --- for credit.
Space is still available for the
London Theater Tour offered during
spring break through the Office of
Continuing Education.
The tour features guided sightseeing in London and live nights of theater performances with commentary
from Donamarie Reeds. an SJSU professor of theater arts.
Both students and non -students at
least 18 years of age are eligible to join
the tour.
Students must pay the same
amount as traveling companions, even
though they’re taking the course for
academic credit.
The International Travel Study
Program offers a chance to experience
a variety of foreign cultures to students
and anyone interested in learning.
The theater tour provides students
with one unit of academic credit,
travel experience and a chance to see
five theater perkirmances with a well’

qualified guide. said Marian Spieller.
travel program assistant.
"We talk about the plays and
have little seminars," Reeds said. "I
require that students keep a journal
while we’re on tour, but what an enjoyable way to take a class...
Like any class at Sint, students
are required to till out evaluation
Iiirms about the tour leader, the program and what. if anything. about it
they would change.
"We get really positive responses
from students because the emphasis is
on knowledge (of the culture), not just
tourism." Spieller said.
The tour runs April 11-18 and
cost $1.145. The whole lee must he
paid at registration.
The fee includes round-trip airfare from San Francisco International
Airport and six nights at the Royal National Hotel. Other travel expenses
paid for are round-trip transfers, a
seven-day explorer subway and a "red
bus" pass.
The remaining fee covers the
price of tickets to five pia!, s. one dinner, a guided half-day tout. entry to

the Wax Nhiseuin and the tuition fee
the class.
"London is probably the greatest
place in the unit erse to me." Reeds
said. "I feel a kinship to everything
English
Reetls describes hersell as an anglophile, a person who admires e% erything English, because oi the history
Hooking the theater and the culture.
The people who go on the I Am don tour see play s .ind musicals with
the original cast helore they go to New
York. Another advantage to the tour is
tickets for major productions are easier
Its order for a group. Waiting in line
for tickets is not a hassle for anyone on
the tour, she said.
Reeds became involved with the
tour when Continuing Education
wanted to offer tours of New York and
she was asked to guide a trip.
trips to New
After taking
York. she ss,ss 01 lered the London
tour.
Reeds is a scene designer. director ;mil a prolessonal stage actress who
has performed in over 88 major roles.
Last summer she acted in "Brighton
Beach Memoirs" and "Picnic.IWO

Spartaguide
Reed Magazine needs submissions from artists and photograghers
for its 1987 issue. Call Peter at 2980683 before 9 p.m. for information.
A.S. Leisure Services will hold
sign ups for wardrobe coordination
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today in
the A.S. business office. Call Brian
Burke at 277-2858 for information.
Chicana Alliance will hold a
workshop "Chicanas in Health and
Business" from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
today at the Student Union Montalvo
Room. Call Elaine Alvarado at 2773106 or Anita Gomez at 277-2427 for
information.
Community Committee for International Students will hold "Conversation in English Groups for All International Students’ from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. today at the Administration
Building, Room 222. Group Room I .
The group will also meet Monday
from10 a.m. to noon. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
Center will have a co-op orientation at
I:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Almaden Room,
The Chinese Fellowship will hold
a stress management workshop from 2
to 4 p.m. today at the Student Union
Costanoan Room,

The SJSU ’F ac Kwon Do Club
will hold a practice session at 7 p.m.
tonight at the Spartan Complex. Room
75. Call Mr. Choi at 258-98(X) for information.
The SJSU Theater Arts Department will present the play "Bullshot
Crummond" at 8 p.m. tonight and tomorrow. The play will continue March
II, 12, 13. and 14. Call Kelly Gregg
at 279-5906 or 277-3190 for infonnalion.
The SJSU Ski Club will take sign
ups for a Kirkwood trip today in front
oi the Student Union. Sign ups will he
accepted until March 19. Call Gene am
295-4505 for information
The SJSU Cycling Club announces the Sonoma State Criterium
Race at 9 a.m. to noon tomorrow at
Sonoma State University. Call Tim
Wong at 277-8737 for information.
California Nursing Student Organization will hold a sexually -transmitted disease and safe sex workshop
at 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday in the
Student Union Umunhuin Room. Call
Karen Blair at (415) 854-4180 for information.
Student Health Advisory Corn-

mittee will meet Irons noon to 1 p.m.
Monday at the Health Building. Call
Na, Motayar at 277-2935 or 267-5142
for information.
Sierra Club will meet at 2:3
p.m. Monday in the Student Union
Umunhum Room. Call Oscar Vera at
295-0586 for information.
Information Resource Management Club will meet from 5 to 6 p.m.
Monday at the Student Union, Pacheco Room. Call Ed Brumbaugh at
(415)493.5124 or Simeon D. Aronson
at 279-2892 for information.
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Spartans crush Aggies in tourney opener
71-54 win lifts cagers to semifinal match up
against No.2 seed UC-Santa Barbara tonight
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
INGLEW(X)1)
Is a basketball tourna.
nwnt really capable oh carrying the sick, the in lured and the underachiev
Ni, you say?
Well maybe you should ask the SJSt’ haskelball team
especially after its 71-54 victory over New Mexico State in the opening
round of the PCAA tournament on Thursday
afternoon.
Because by the time the contest had come

Basketball
an end. all the ills that had been hitting SJSU
had vanished.
First, Ricky. Berry. who had the du and
was questionable for the game. Caine through
with 25 points.
"I was throwing up all day on Monday."
Berry said. "And I was running a fever on
luesday and Wednesday.’’
Afterward. SJSU coach Bill Berry complimented his son on his play.
"I thought Ricky played well, even
though he is coming off of the 11u." Coach
Berry said.
But the healing did not slop there.
Gerald Thomas. who had not played in the
last two games because of a sprained wrist,
managed to play a key toe minutes in the contest.
When he entered the game vs ith 5:26 leO
in the lust halt. SJSU was trailing 23-18.
Itsthe time he went back to the bench
its mmli I 02 remaining in the half) SJSU was
leading t0-27.
"I think he gave us a hit."’ Coach Berry
said. ’ Especially under the circumstances."
Others also fell the power ol the tournament.
Dietrich Waters. who entered the tourney
averaging lust toe points per game. came
through my tilt I ; points and eight rebounds.
Ills presence ads especially telt in the last
mintnesot the first half. Waters hit I mestraight
points to else the Spartans a 37-28 halt time advantage
I heinch had a super game both shooting
and rebounding,’’ Berry said.
Also coining alive was Rodney Scott.
The sometimes starter had also come into
the tourney with less than glorious statistics.
He was averaging only soy points per
ii

Michael Burke - Daily staff photographer
Spartan guard Ricky Berry scores two against 01’ Feb. 28. Berry led SJISIL with 25
points ’Thursday as the Spartans knocked off New Mexico State 71-54.

game. hut on Thursday he !unshed with
"In spots. Rodney played well today."
Berry said. "He &me well and it paid off in
getting us some points "
Bobby Evans also Carrie through. finishing
with 12 points and two assists.
The Spartans’ mystical power even extended into their defense.
Kenny Travis. New Mexico State’s leading scorer at 20.2 points per game. did manage
to score 20 points, hut they came on an eight ttl
22 shooting night.
"We just can’t win when Kenny Travis
shoots like that." New Mexico State coach
Neil McCarthy said.
But afterward, McCarthy refused to blame
Travis entirely for the Aggies’ inislitrtune.
"San Jose played a very good game, both
rebounding and defensively," he said. "I also
think that San Jose State has a good chance of
upsetting UNLV (the No.1 team in the nation
and the league champion at 18-0) if they play
well."
Another person who was impressed by

Tennis
the Gauchos 6 .1 Wednesday
The result gave both teams 2- I re
cords in PCAA play. Overall. the
Spartans tell to 5-4, while the (latish’’,
increased to 9-3
SJSU’s top seed Mal. olm Ilen
defeated Kip Brady in straight sets.
6-3, (1-0.
"This is the best mai) h Malcolm
has played all year.- SJSU tennis
coach John Hubbell said "He started
off strong, then pulled away at the
end."
Hubbell said the key for Allen
was the sophomore’s patience.
"Malcolm was aggressi ye. but
nor overaggressive.’ ’ Hubbell said.
"lie waited until he saw an opening."
Second seed Tom Sheehan went
three sets hefitre detesting Steve Icier
6.3, 6-4
"1k has been sick lOr the last
couple ot day .." 11411,6411 said

Oh what a night it a as in intertraImlay hoops Wednesday Theta Chi
continued to streak. knocking off
[mu sigma Phi (ft. 26. (he Pikes re hounded Inim two straight losses to
stun SAP 33-22 And in the upset of
the century. the Ickes toppled Kappa
Sigma 15-27 Also. Delta Upsilon
trounced the Sammies 35-17. A’I’()
stopped the Fins 49-21 and Sigma Chi
increased its record to 3.0. stomping
the PM Delis 52-16.

Women’s Tennis
The SJSU wornen’s tennis
IOSI to Fresno State tor the lest time in
three years. 5-4 Wednesday alternoon
in Fresno.
For the Sparnins. No seed Kris
ten Ffilltlehrand was a h- I, 1,4 winner.
No.4 seed Jeannie Pasley Miller won
4.6, 6-2. 6-4 and Pat Vultee won 6-7,
6-4. 6-2 SJSU’s top seed Shelly
Stockman was a straight set loser to
Julie Frasier, 6- . 6- I

SJSU guard Ricky Berry was named
it) the 1986-87 first -team all -Pacific Coast
Athletic Association basketball team as
selected by the league’s coaches, the
F’CAA announced Thursday.
Berry, a 6-8 junior, led the Spartans
with a 19.8 points per game average this
season.
UNLV head coach Jerry Tarkanian
was named Coach of the Year and Rebel
forward Armon Gilliam was named
Player of the Year as well. Tarkanian has
led the lop-ranked Rebels to a 30-1 record
so far this season and an 18-0 mark in the
F’CAA. Gilliam. a 6-9 senior, has led
UNLV with 23.2 points per game and 9.3
rebounds per game.
Also named it) the lirst-team were
UNLV’s Freddie Banks (19.4 ppg). UCIrvine’s Scott Brooks (23.6 ppg). New
Mexico Slate’s Kenny Travis (20.2 ppg,
7.3 rebounds per garner and UNLV’s
Mark Wade (10.6 assists per game).
Second -team honors went to Pacific
center Brent Counts. Fullerton State
guard Richard Morton. Utah State guard
Kevin Nixon. Santa Barbara guard Brian
Shaw and Gaucho forward Brian
Vaughns. Fresno State guard Mike
Mitchell received an honorable mention.

- Neil McCarthy,
Aggie basketball coach

SJSLI’s effort was a former player 4)1 Coach
Berry’s at Michigan State.
"San Jose State played real well." said
Los Angeles Laker guard Irvin ’Magic’ Johnson. "They did a good job on defense and in
running the hall."
Despite the praise and the "Miracles."
Berry knew that work still has to he done if
SJSt’ is to win the tournament.
’1 telt we played well. hut on defense we
did have some problems." Berry said.
Berry was most upset with the first half
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was a little weak. hut Ile kept on his
opponent.
The key lot Sheehan a as the third
Set %%hen he broke laner’s serve to take
a 5-4 lead Ile held his serse itt a in the
match.
Third seed Paul Carbone vitas a
v ictim of bad luck. Hubbell said.
-Ile had a set point. but he
missed a couple ol halls by int-hes."
Hubbell said. "Ile played a :lose
match, hut those lea shots were the
dillerence.’
UCSB’s Jell Greenwald went on
to win the first set 7-5. then took the
second set 6-2 to defeat Carbone.
Allen and Rise) Modanen hear
1.eier and It ill Dunkel 3-6, 6-4. 6-3 (or
the Spartans Ione victory in doubles
play
"Milcolin anti R ism played well
Hubbell said. ’’Their
Wednestlay
tough match (against UCLA) Tuesilas
helped prepare them or Wednesdas s
match.’’
Although Hubbell said the No I
doubles team ol Sheehan and Carbone
played well, their opponents. Brady
and Greenwald. didn’t miss many
shots.
The third seed doubles ream of
Mike Scadden and Gary !Walla also
well lOr the Spartans. Hubbell
sa

Sports Shorts
IR’ Basketball

Berry named
all-PCAA

’San Jose played a very
good game, both
rebounding and
defensively. I also think
that San Jose State has a
good chance of upsetting
UNLV if they play well.’

SJSU loses lead
to Santa Barbara
By Mark Foyer
Daily stalt writer
The SJSU mens tennis team
started its }CAA match against IV Santa Barbara with hopes of yuctory
as the Spartans’ top IWO seeds won
their matches.
But they would only get one more
an for the dav and end up losing to

vy hen New Mexico Slate kept it close with
some easy baskets.
SJSU will also need more production from
Reggie Owens and George Puou.
Owens only managed two points and Puou
six, before fouling out.
The Spartans now play U(’ -Santa Barbara
at 7 p.m. today. The Gauchos defeated Utah
State K7-79 following the SJSU contest.
In two games this season the Spartans split
with Santa Barbara. SJSU won at home 70-64
on Jan. 22 and lost in Santa Barbara 53-52 on
Feb. 19.
The winner of today’s game will then
likely face UNLV on Saturday in the tournament’s championship game.
SJSU will hope it just keeps reeling well.

In doubles action, the leant oh
IldIdebrand and Pasle) -Miller were
the only winners, winning by a score
01 4-6, 6-4, 7-5. The team is scheduled
to host Oklahoma at 7 tonight at South
Campus.

Softball
The SJSU Softball team was
rained out Thursday afternoon at San
Francisco. The doubleheader with the
Don’s will be rescheduled.
The team is scheduled to host Cal
Poly -Pomona Saturday for a 1 p.m.
twin hill at PAL Field.

Other
In other Spartan sports action
scheduled for today . the men’s tennis
team will he at Stanlord at 1:30 p.m.
and the men’s gymnastics team will
host a nationally -ranked Stanford
squad at 7:30 p.m. in Spartan Gym.

Spartan infielder Vince Lathan awaits the throw as a San Francisco
State player slides in safely in a glow played earlier this season. SPil

ichael Burke --- Daily staff photographer
will try to keep its nine -game winning streak alive when it travels to
San lois Obispo for a three game series this weekend.

Spartans travel to Cal Poly for series
Bs Sit-phi:1i Ellison
Daily staff writer
Spartan baseball players have
good reason to he happy.
They haven’t lost a game since
mid -February. chalking up nine consecutive wins and a 14-4 record (the
team’s best start in four seasons).
Their coach. Sant Piram, has a

Baseball
history of winning a lot oh games at the
tunior college level (live conlerence titles and two state championships at
Mission) and has upheld his reputation
thus far ass lirst-year NCAA coach.
As expected. many questions
have been raised as to how a team can
exhibit the form of a potential winner
after starting out the previous year 0-9.
Pirart,
"That doesn’t bother
said. "The games we’ve had were
well -played. We’ve had very few
nothing hut good
sloppy games
quality baseball."
Piraro’s intense practice sessions
have the Spartans working long and
hard on the fundamentals 41( the game
"I don’t think I’ve done anything
to contribute to our 14-4 record," Pi
rant said. "The players make or break
the IC3111 They deserve all the credit.
’What I have done is establish
goals for the learn,’’ Piran) said.
A real confidence booster for the
Spartans has come in the form of a

nine -game winning streak whwh included a doubleheader sweep over this
weekend’s foe. Cal Poly. The Spartans
travel to San I.uis Obispo for the three game series.
The Mustangs are on a five -game
win streak of their own and are entering the series knowing they must attack early
"We’ve been hitting the hall pretty well lately." Cal Poly assistant
coach Jack Freyland said. "Against
(Anthony) Telford. we need lithe abut
more .aggressive I ast time he did a
great (oh against IIS
In their first meeting with Cal
Poly . the Spartans won a 14-inning.
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I -0 decision behind TellOrd.
This time around. Piraro is expecting the same kind of fight the
Mustangs put up in that first game.
"They easily could have won
both of those games." Piram said.
"They’re a good. solid team. They
have good pitching. good hitting and
they’re well -coached."
SJSU pitchers will he wary of

John Orton. Cal Poly’s top hitter, who
is batting .350 with five home runs.
Because of rain. today’s game
has been rescheduled to follow Saturday’s regularly scheduled game.
Slated to start the first game of
the doubleheader is right-hander Dan
Archibald (3-0, 2.94 ERA). Al Bacon
(4-0, 1.20 ERA) is scheduled to start
the second game.

SJSU WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
PCAA WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
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San Jose Mayor Paul Moore suggested that the issue of
closing Seventh Street between San Fernando and San Carlos streets he sent to the streets and traffic committee.
"For some time I have had a real concern br the traffic
problems around San Jose State," Moore said at a city
council meeting last night.

Sixties’ activist Angela Das is spoke to a crowd
of approximately 600 people Wednesday in the Moths
Dailey
Auditorium as a pan in Womyn’s Week.
Davis criticized the Reagan administration for ignoring
the problems 01 women and minorities. She said the
nation
suffers from as much racism as it did in the 1960s.

Former SJS students Tom and Dick Smothers will he
appearing at the Ste. Clair Hotel tonight for the start of a
two-night engagement.
The shows are sponsored hy the alumni association ot
Phi Sigma Kappa, of which Tom was a member while attending SJS.

The School of Engineering is sponsoring a series of
discussions on robotics. The first seminar began
yesterday
with speaker and SJSU alumnus Greg Brown of FMC Corp.
FMC manufactures the Bradley fighting vehicle.

Sports
The SJSU ’s men’s golf team won the Sacramento State

Invitational with a 10-shin lead over 18 other teams Monday. The team’s total 54 -hole score was 909.

The SJSU softball team won one game and lost another
in a doubleheader against the University of Santa Clara
Tuesday.
The team lost the first game 4-2 and won the second.
The SJSU men’s tennis team lost the second match of
its three -game tour through Southern California Tuesday.
The Spartans lost to UCLA 9-0.
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LOS ANGELES (Al’)
A led
eral judge ordered B.F. Goodrich Co.
to stop using television and radio commercials after rock singer-songwriter
Torn Petty filed a lawsuit that said, in
effect, "Don’t do me like that."
U.S. District Judge J. Spencer
Letts agreed Wednesday with Petty’s
copyright suit, saying the advertising
campaign for Goodrich’s TA Radial
tires features music and lyrics that closely resemble Petty’s song, "Mary’s
New Car."
Spencer issued a temporary order
prohibiting the tire maker from further
use of the ad pending another hearing
scheduled March 13.
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CHII D ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal 8. pro
feeeioni growth es Volunteer in
ten in world renowned iocai
program
Counseling
support
aervIces. admin data processing
public awareness. fund raising,
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& mono-lingual, all ma
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Stress management workshop 24prn March 6. Costar.. Rm.
Gentofte. spoken.
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money loo For information
end brochure en AS Once or
call (4013)371-6611

AUTOMOTIVE
.74 CAPRI. 4spd. 2000CC. 201. ere In,
lanstern. new clutch 2 new
tires Good end trel comute car.
$950 call 2594989.0.5
-74 TOYOTA CELICA. AT, runs good
dependable. $90090 Call Marcie
at 97845112

9207
-86 45000 KN1GHTHAWK Low rniles.
Ilke new. $1450 bo Call Alan et
374-0574 after Sprn
’64 MAZDA 91000 W Shell. low miles,
well maintained, custom side intr.
rots, bumper. dented tailgate As
is firm 14000. 729-7606
’78 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE COVE RTIBL F
Red w new lop. extras roll ber,
luggege rack. Tonneau 6 boot
405 miles, so cond $3150, 298
7258 (.v.0723-2274 (day)
’65 Ft 00 4r4. new clutch good condi
lion. $1500 Call 739-8376 Sunny
vale neer Wilco Mali
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SJSU Executive Vice President Gail Fullerton confirmed rumors by saying she was a finalist to he president 01
San Diego State University.
Her name was the only one leaked out which placed
Fullerton in an "uneasy position."
"I am distressed that my name was leaked when the
others were not. ’ Fullerton said.

. . . in 1981
A lire from the custodial closet on the third floor 01
Dudley Moorehead Hall caused $2.(100 in damage yesterday morning.
Room 306 and both restrooms will he closed until the
damage, which includes burned electrical v. tres and plastic
fixtures, can he replaced.
The fire, reported at 6:10 a.m.. apparently was started
by a smoldering cigarette which was swept into the a pile 01
papers in a custodial trash cart.

‘(Petty was) outraged,
totally outraged.’
- Mario F. Gonzalez,
attorney
As a matter of principle. Petty has
never licensed any of his songs for
commercial use, according to the rock
star’s lawyer, Alan G. Dowling.
Gary Feess. a Los Angeles lawyer representing Goodrich. said the advertising campaign cost the tire maker
hundreds of thousands of dollars

SELL IBM COMPATIBLE corn puler XT complete system for
1470, AT complete system for
SI195 PC-COM. computer & sc.
Dn... 404S 3rd St. 001091 01
San Selnidor 295-1606 We incept Visa or MC

FOR SALE
ATTENTION ART I OVE RS. Nagel
limited edition
CN7,8.9 It
boot re print Call Devld 497-5825
FUTONS., CREATE YOUR own living
sleeping specs with our futons.
pillows. It tames Customs Fp
tons 6 Pillows Plus. 900 S Winchester Blvd 1501011 Moorpark 1
WilllemsiSan Jo. 296-8161 10%
Discount on futontv

ad

NOT A DREAM’ THE book How to
siert 6 open. your own prontobe business at horn. would
chimpo yourr way 01 1110 For tree
Into $end tell addressed entretope lo Western Publishing Co.
Box 390100. Mtn Vlevo. Ca
0
14039
BAU IS HAVING e SAL F of SURPI US
EQUIPMENT Vol. & cantors re
corder.. protectors
Ileinf’Dft
by emend bid only For Into call
Praperly Office Cl 277.2969
YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND
DELTA 10-etned for less than
MI 104C Bicycle Sales offers
lerw-coel trensportetion needs for
the studeni All sales enal 30 day
guerentee Days 947-7736. Ens
4444780 ask for Joe

HELP WANTED
CRUISE’ INES
Career’ Good Pay
ilewerner
Tweet CPI for guide. cos...
neteseenece. (916( 944 4444 .20
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417111,

STUDENTS Professional motorcycle racing team seeks motivated Indy to assist in research
devel of ming adv. plan. PT. en
hr., wage trap pd appt 247-5614
DRIVER DEI ’VERY FOR XXX adult
magazine (we) classifieds) PT
FT 07 25 hr
mileage 725-8732
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Goodrich’s relationship with independent distributors would he seriously
damaged if the ads are permanently
banned, he added.
After listening to the tire commercial and a recording of "Mary’s
New Car," Lefts said, "They’re not
identical, hut it’s equally clear that
they are very, very much alike."
Goodrich’s advertising agency .
Grey Advertising Inc.. tried to buy the
rights to the song last August, but
Petty refused, his lawyers said.
When Petty heard the lire ad on
the radio last month, he was "outraged, totally outraged," according to
attorney Mario F. Gonzalez.

MARKETING -ADVERTISING

Copan bonen Ram.? 30pm, five
days weekly, no weekends Apply
at. Sourdough Eatery, 848 N First
St.. San Jose

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

EXHAUST
PROC
OPERATORS
NEEDED at VARIAN Full Urn.,
weekend shift (Frlday, Saturday.
Sunday Monday) Requires U S
citizenship. a technical orients lion and good record keeping
skills Call LIZ at (4151 493-1800.
e xt 445

Near San

Jose Stale for students Don I
hassle parking. tr.16 0 school
bee utilities monthly disc Fully
furnished. color TV VCR and
housekeeping service Shared or
single roof,. available 011100 71
N 5th SI . cell 998-0234

DRIVERS POSITIONS,’ Part tIme-Avis
Rent A Car Is now occepting applicelions at Hs San Jose Airport
location Please apply at 1455
N F Airport Blvd between 86m
and 4prn. Monday through Fridey

APT FOR RENT 2 txlrm I bth, 1 blk
rIm SJSU Clean quiet. swill IM
MEDIATE’ V’ Iiih 8 E San For
nand, call 794-3493 415-572-662
AVAI1 ABt F NOW." I ARGF 2 Ildrm. 2
bath apt One bik horn campus
Taking reservation. for next so
mester C811187-5316 or 867-0642

FEDERAL. STATE It CIVIL SVC lobs
S16.707-$59.148 yr
Now hiring
call job lIne 1,518-459-3611 Rot
F288 for listing 741.1

ROOMATES WANTED 2 nonsmokers
to share gulet 4 Sr home in Camp.
bell Full prhill, weather. dryer. etc
$325 mo inci utile 377-1654

FREE ROOM., SOME HOUSEWORK.
some care for elderly men Full
house privilege* 48 S 20th St.

ROOMING HOUSE FOR LEASE’S rms.
on Oth St near SJSU looking for
group Renting preferred, lark.
$11300 mo cash Joe at 287-2090
or 272-7396

cell Don at 296-71 16
JOSS, JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for students Join our marketing staff
Take now and renewal magazine
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tor around town, $275 Call 554-
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Home On The Range

Bill Lukas
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tors. grad & undergrad Expert
Once from clerical to post -grad,
intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU
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Representatives of SJSU and San Jose Water Co. will
meet with a state health department official Tuesday to propose increased chemical testing of water in area wells.
The meeting has been scheduled in response to the
threat posed by a local drum recycling plant near an SJSU
well providing water to Spartan Stadium.
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orders by phone Mon-Wads
Sal 6 Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
MAKE GOOD MONEY A valuable connections with AL UMNI Work lot
Itb
SJSU annual fund Convenient cempus location. P1 11.01.
b10. wknd A eve hrs $591 gimpante.

up 10 020 bonus per 3 hr
session Call 277-9206
MT MIKE SI. now hiring delivery drip
fps 8 bartender. 1100 must be at
least 18 yrs old Ask about our to
Ilion reimbursement Apply in
person at MI Mike’s Pizza. 1275
Piedmont Rd, San Jo.. 251-6310
PART It FULL TIME RETAIL HEI.
NetIonsi finn preparing for Spring
Sunowt wog if accepted. you
will earn $11 75 sterling, PT (10)
earn per wk equal $235 FT (40)
earning, per wk equel $470 No
sop Is needed because of our intensive on the lob ’raining proreeding sit Ills
gram Good Math
are plus Son. evenlng & weeke nd positions are avellable
Lorne nesIbligy 15 .110001 during
final warns In addition. If you
quailly corporate scholarships
are awarded. Internships are pos& you may tern 1.3.4 credit. cpr or semester During your
winter spring especially summer brooks. 1011 time wort is stroll
Call today for info a an Interview,
01 cell Mon -Frl between 10ern
2pm 275-9885 11th. Ilne Is busy
?
So patient try again An
peed opportunity company’
PART TIME GENERA’ OFFICE ASST
Varied duties. evening & weekends. nerible hours Call Debby
Janet 01 796.7393
PART TIME JOBS.. We rnerl.et auto
club memberships for the major
oil companies Pert-timm. easy
hour, weekly peytheck $2 to
$15 hourly commission. complete
treining provided Greet super,encl. for your nun R C SMITH
CORP. 247.0570
FOR
OFFICERS,"
SECURITY
lin part erne, all shies We
train Apply In person Mon -Frl
9ernprn, 260 Meridian ve . Son
Jose call 2116-58410
SUPERVISOR MANAGER work In let.
afternoons & early one Must
hove van or other large winkle,
Insurance Should enloy working
w teenagers 9800
erk & ee
pen.. during training IDF AI for
psych or business major For an
inters.* caH 1600443-1, PI
SOUR TO START" SANDWICH man
er and maintenance potation.

SJSU APT. Need roommate Or 3 bdrm
2 bth turn apt Pool. cable 3 blks
ton SJSU Pay 1 3 0111
rent
0250 mo Call 794-4988
WANTED ONE CI E AN QUIET person
10 1.01 room, references required
util Neer
bath
Share kitchen
SJSU a bus & 780 Call /91
deposit
5206 2961241 Rent
I

BORN

COTTAGE

AVAIL

NOW.

$475 mo 11101 0111 Mature person,
McLaughlin nr 280.0.11196.2359

PERSONALS
E XPI ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE.’
First-cisss metephysical counseling Is wcellent for finding life direction and purpose. vocational
guidance
clarifying

deep self-knowledge.
111t
transitions,

and
rebtlonshlp compatibility
profound Insight{ Into Me dynamand your soul s path I have
been In privete prectice as Pro /Erasion.’ Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer sinc 1970 and use a
vest array of techniques In sem
Ifig you A sirgle session does
the !oft-amazingly rapid effective
and practical $75 hr 545 30 min
References. Carol Willis, M A Cell
(408) 734-9110 for appointment or
to be placed 011th. mailing 1151 I or

feeling you ve been vacationing
tor a week In Maul Call now for information or batter still, es a firs’
time 11001e1. call for an appoint
mem and bring this ad for 25%
discount a Moat for $30 IRANOUIL ITY Pi ACE. 445 Washington
SI. Sante Clare C 1408) 243.

usually hold you againat gravity
can now let 0o, The experienc
Is illr floating In ripe. Results,
Total muscular relaxation You
come away from the experience

Eesles I. the ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you have
no re.... foe Inas or what to

Hit I Ft JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC1A
TION. Shabbet dinners. parties.

SH1 Electronics Is corn milled to offer low cost consult
log needs for the student Call
days 942-7736. Eves 293-4780
ask for Joe

Sunday brunches, lectures. Tues.
day Lunch end L earn, Israeli
dancing. holiday celebrations
For Informelion Call HIliel at 2948311
INSTANT CREDIT. NO credit chiwk.
No Interest charges. You are Nielble, Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog. VCR s gweiry and
more FREE Information pin.

ELECTROLYSIS
INIC".
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever

write National Hon Shone..
Box 90359. San Jo... Ca 95109

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. reigning, loc.
deadbotta Installed, master keying Cell 900

Confidential
335 S
Heywood
Ave San Jose. call 247 7486 for
appOlnlment

YOU re TALL AND CUTE. and I 10Vil
your style I think you rawest and
you mak
smile Love y 00
Boss PITA 1

to 600 Mon Int Sal (Sun by
appt only) licensed-bonded-mobilo 10% discount on labor with
this ad Special rotes for senior

SERVICES

clerens. SJSU students. staff &
!nun FREE estimates EMER.
GENCIES ANYTIME’ Call Ron
Hughes, Evergreen Locksmith

BACKACHE, PALMER COLI EGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC -West is currently
accepting patIent. for FREE
initiations A treatment. as part of
research project if you have
had low bock pain for mons than

Securtly Services. 270-327-7 San
Jose All work queened
KITCHEN 8 BATHROOM water den
age work guar Rene discount

sit months & are 1065 .....old.
please
cell
the
college
at
1408)244-8907 0401

Kato’s Horne
3987

BARE IT ALL Stop invIng, waxing,
tweezing or using enemies. depititortes 101 me permanently
moo, your unwanted hair tenth.
tummy, moustache. etc)
15 percent dtwount to s1000015
and faculty Call before June I,
1987 and gel your first ape! et 1 2
price Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Care Gwen Chet,.
RE, 559-3500.1645 S Bascom
Ave. SC
Heir Today Gone Tomorrow

riate
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Assoc , (415)349-4407

Svc

298-

when you mention this ad For
can
Paul
FREE
appointment
Smith Photography at 258-1379
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZ1R1AN Distinctive portraiture
with sensitive touch A variety
of packages to choon from all
re.onably priced By appoint
mOnt (408)259-5941

trust Tony 796-7007
Thanks
51 50 per pew double spec.
AvallebN seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thanks
AAAAH
PERFECTION,
l ASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing al Its best Have
done own masters thesis Expert ended in resumes. letters. theses.
professional back-up & group
protects No lob too small or too
large Reasonable Call Ban at
928-4370 TODAY.
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex
prvaricio. professlone word pro.
ceasing
papers,
theses.
resumes. eke overtlow,
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 mon
ut. from campus Words and
More (Pamela) 923-7810
ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P.1 s Word Processing Service offers quality,
guaranteed work
sperlenced In
term papers thesis group pro ow. resumes. manuscripts end
1114. OnN minutes from cam-

pus Call PJ at 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCES5ING-9238461 TO% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All format. (APO. Mt A, Tureblan,

AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT
ACK NOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE In typing thet’s fops

theses 2876447, if no newer
peen lone menage

prososaloo mode Tarot papers.
Dens. resumes cover letters
group pro(ect.. manuals. Inns
dissentions etc All ocadern.c
formats
APA Free disk aro,
age SPEC CHE K. punctuation and
grammar assistance
All wort
guaranteed Professionel. quick
dependable service at AFFORDABLE RATES" Call Pam NI 247268. (San Clime Further ening6 with referee. discounts’

CAll LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING RepoHs,
the.., group protects resumes
P
specialty Quick return on
all papers All work guaranteed
Per page and hourly rates Alma
don Branham area Frree disk storage
PROF
STENO
SERVICE at 264-4504

TYPING

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING
All types of papers ell lengths
51 35 peg0 typing & spelling
$1 65 page typthg 8 full proof

PROFESSIONAL EDITING Of ten pop.r5 theses and diewsrlatlOne.
Pl.. call 5546650

reeding
Campbell
area -local
pickup& delivery 006-6960

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES.’ Need
No., Call SO S
Word Procsaing Spell Check letter Goal.
110 Printers Resumes 110 C.A.

DAYSTAR

SECRETARIA1
Proles
Pon student typist and skilled
cord fernienr Dependable and

Envelope&
tnci 1 Cover L eters
Photocopies
choice of paper
Event/torn
Yet
Inexpensive.
735-8845 (Sue) SUnnyvalill

fast. Perfect Mnished documents
from loser printer In typos
whiteout. et.) S1 50 per page
Call Sharon et 358-2717 (To my
repeal clients. call to nein time

TYPING".

etc lend group projects welcome
Free Span chCM end disk storage
Esperlenced thesis and publka1100 typist Stendard and microcassette transcription Word pro
coining instruction avelleble 9 to
Mon Frl
By appointment
Chrystal 923-8461

CarnpuS Call 295-1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
Innis dissertation manuscript.
English French Spanish
(4116)
3714220
WORD PROCESSING, Students. Instructors. small Wain.. Term
papers. Inst., nitasithet. manuels. dissertations, mass mans
Resoneble
spell check. etc
rates Coll IC & R Desktop Sew1000 st 174-7671 i ImIted pick up

nen& dleisertatIons tcrupolie.
Turnean, API 3rd ad). sutteeploys. resumes. cover a follow-up
Peers. manuscripts (books. eelctn. shoe stories). transcription
FREE SPELCHEK. copy edit 01 re-

& delivery

quested). pron din storage Student...11y
discounts
Oulck
246turnaround Santa Clara

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT 011, Two
finger typing got you down, Than
call Gall at WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and

RATES’,

TYPING SI 50 page, resume $S 11 up,
minimum charge IS We use IBM
compatible. Wordstar word processor and latter Quality printer
PC.COM, 404 S 310 St . corner ol
San Salved. One block trent

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 2669448 Former English men can
neat 0 gremmar. vocabulary.

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
TOOT papers, research papers,

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA fest, accurate typing and
word processing awilabb seven
Wt.. week Acsdernic, bust.s
and personal typing welcome

REASONABLE

Santa Clara ono Call Pete at 241)5633

for your protects before end-01
erverater rush loon’)

sentence
structure
Term research papers 1APA, Turablan.
C.PIPBell). also resumes cover
let legible copy please Students
and t.ouRy welcome Willer/ Glen
wee. easy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 268-9448

Call 365-1012

TYPING

Research

EDITORIAL SERVICES
REaelling
Thesis development preparetion

Repair

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by p SJSU gr. Cheri.fl
your priceless memories forever
Budget and deluxe package.
...In Complimentary 8 x tO

DATA ANAL ’ISIS
Cleo expelnon. reasonable UNI
minty.

ZEE. TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast, noun* were
aval4ble anon days net Lie
mead In the Simeon. Milan
Teresa moo Cell 3661012’

S1125
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
acedentk, business. inn word
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’Damn fine’ play opens
tonight at SJSU theater

Nancy Nadel Daily staff

photographer

Heather Mc %Move- portrays I.enya on Brunno in the play
Bollshot Criiiiimmid" tonight in the I iniversity Theatre.

By Julie Laffrenzen
Daily staff writer
This is one damn line piece of
drama. according to "Sir Patrick Ernest .’
the "internationally acclaimed director" of "Bullshot
Crummond."
The play opens tonight at the
San Jose State University Theatre at
8 p.m.
The cast features "talents from
London. the continent, and the
the director said.
"Bullshot Crummond" is indeed opening tonight, hut sorry to
say. " Sir Patrick Ernest" will not he
there. Neither will the "famous"
cast.
What the audience will get instead is slapstick comedy, directed
by graduate student Jon Selover and
acted by students Rob Langeder as
Bullshot Crummond, Kiira Jepson as
Rosemary, Frank Scozzari as Otto
von Brunno, Heather McAllister as
Lenya. and Jerry McAllister as the
"master of disguise" in all other
roles.
The play runs tonight, tomorrow and next Wednesday through
Saturday. March II through March
14.
The play is a spoof of the 1930s
British detective films. "Bullshot
Crummond" is a takeoff of "Bull -

’We have to be more
creative in here. We
do whatever we can
do it all becomes
part of the joke.’
Jon Seiover,
director of ’Bullshot Crummond’

dog Drummond," the hem/detective
played by Ronald Colman in the
1929 film of the same name.
A formula for a synthetic diamond is the prize the evil Otto von
Brunno is after in the plot of
"Bullshot." He hopes that once he
has the formula, the bottom will drop
out of the diamond market, causing
worldwide unemployment and suffering.
He kidnaps Rosemary’s scientist father, who developed the formula.
Crummond and Rosemary must
rescue her father and save the diamond formula and the entire world
from von Brunno’s diabolic plan.
They must also serve the villain his
just desserts.

"The cast is excellent." Se lover said of the group, four of whom
he has worked with before in San
Jose’s City Lights Performance
Group. "They take it %cry seriously,
playing it with a British stiff upper
lip."
The main premise of the play is
simulation of film effects on stage,
Selover said.
"We have to be more creative
in here. We do whatever we can
do it
all becomes part of the
joke." Selover said.
Two airplane crashes, a car
crash, parachutes fluttering from the
ceiling and ducks flying across the
stage
these are hut a few of the effects contributing to the non-stop action in "Bullshot."
A honky-tonk pianist plays as
the University Theatre main curtain,
rarely used in recent productions.
lifts at showtime, creating a 30s
movie house mood, Selover said.
"We want to re-create a time
when going to the movies was fun,"
Selover said.
"Bullshot" is Selover’s thesis
for his master of line arts. He wanted
to do a serious play like "King
Lear.** but was assigned "Bullshot"
by the Theater Arts Department.
which selects the season’s productions.

Credit union’s lease may need amendments
1/, lii. /tom /mei.

’They’re very concerned
about credit unions
overlapping. They don’t
want it to happen.’
Tom Boothe,
A.S. president

the problems.
The first is the credit union will he housed in
a state building. Since the credit union’s charter
was approved in October, Fullerton has stressed
the credit union must he separate from the AS.,
SJSU. the CSU and the state of California.
But Boothe said he is not concerned about
this point.
"The Student Union (where the A.S. business office is located) was built and is funded by
qudent money." Boothe said.
"It is also the opinion of President Fullerton
that tlii ii ill not he a problem:* he said.

The second may he the credit union is planning to serve only students and alumni of SJSU.
Boothe said.
"They may want us to include employees because everything on campus is suppose to he open
to everybody," he said.
But, because the employees of SJSU already
have a credit union, a change could create trouble
with the National Credit Union Administration.
Boothe said.
"They’re very concerned about credit unions
overlappirig," he said. "They don’t want it to
happen."
If and when Boothe receives word from Ful-

Jackson Browne answers call
for aid to Nicaraguan refugees
liENEFIT, from page I
The Jackson Browne concert Sunday will benefit
PASMAC and the South Bay Sanctuary Covenant, a
group of local churches that helps Central American refugees in the area.
PASMAC was lormed to provide medical assistance to Nicaragua and raise public consciousness regarding the health problems faced in Central America.
’We don’t do any lobbying of public officials.’’
said Mary Navarro. PASMAC coordinator. "We proside medical assistance and through our contact with
people, we are able to educate them about how U.S. foreign policy affects health care in Central America.
"The Nicaraguan government has made great
strides since the Somoia regime to bring health care to
its people, hut the U.S. government’s increased pressure

on Nicaragua has led them to increase their military."
"And, as a consequence, spending on the social
programs has decreased.’
PASMAC wrote to Browne more than a year ago
asking him if he would perform a benefit concert for
them.
"We feel very lucky to have Jackson do this --we’re very fortunate." Navarro said. "He is the leading
spokesman in the music world on Central American issues.**
Navano said Browne decided to do the concert after
becoming informed on PASMAC. Navarro has been
keeping Browne updated on PASMAC’s various functions during the past months. He was also interested in
the fact that the concert would benefit the sanctuary
movement.

Activist singer performs for charity
BROWNI.

WI rage I

munch radio rpl ay .
Brow ny linanced a video of the
title cut "1 1,e, in the Balance" and
asked Fick ra. Asy turn, which produced the album. to release a single
of the song
ElektrwAsylum agreed to release a 12 -inch version iil the soundtrack for album -oriented and college
radio stations.
In a letter to disc jockeys
throughout the country. Browne
urged stations to play the song in
hopes that listeners, "especially
those of high school and college age,
(will het encouraged to think about
hat is happening in Central Amer,a and examine closely what they
are being told by our government
and the maim news media.’
Browne’s music began turning

political in the late 1970s. He was
instrumental in the "No Nukes"
project in 1979, which produced an
album, a film and several concerts
all on the dangers of nuclear energy.
But it has been Central America
which has consumed Browne in the
19140s. Deeply critical of the Reagan
administration’s continued support
of the Nicaraguan Contras, he remains vehement that Contra aid is
wrong.
"Almost half the Congress
knows how. destructive the current
administration’s policies are and
voted against the Contra aid,"
Browne stated in the letter. "In poll
after poll the American people have
said that they don’t want American
troops sent to Central America.

The video which Browne produced uses extensive footage from
documentaries on Central America
and Nicaragua.
"I wanted America to see these
people’s faces, who we’re killing
down there," Browne said in a
Washington Post interview.
Although radio stations did not
respond to Brnwne. MTV did place
it on their rotation, playing the video
once or twice a day.
The concert will be held at the
San Jose Center for Performing Arts
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available at
all BASS outlets for SI7.50 in advance and S18.50 at the gale.
Ticket holders are asked to
bring an item of children’s clothing,
in good condition, to the the concert
for distribution to the South Bay
Sanctuary Covenant refugees.

UC campuses called ’crime ridden’
Statistics for 1985 compiled by
LOS ANGELES I AP) - The
University of Calitiirnia’s nine cam- Walter Stover, assistant vice president
of
UC
planning and development,
nation’s
most
puses are among the
crime-ridden, yet only $12 million is showed there were 313 crimes on IX
spent yearly to protect its 147.1810 stu- campuses in 1985 and 176 of those
dents. the chairman of a state watch- were only minor assaults such as fist dog panel said Wednesday .
fights.
There were 299 rapes, assaults
Shapell noted that in mid -Feband killings in 19115 on campuses of.
ruary a student was raped in her UCthe UC system, which has a Sh billion
Santa Barham dorm, another student
annual budget. said Nathan Shapell.
"is raped in January in her UCLA
chairman of the Commission on Calidorm,
and there were two murders and
fornia State Government Organization
an attempted murder at UC-Davis last
and Economy.
In opening remarks hetOre a hear- year.
"One apparent cause of this ining of the 14 -member commission at
UCLA. Shapell said UC- Berkeley was crease in crime is the movement of
ranked No I in a nationwide study ot outside youth gangs and other criminals onto campus," Shape!! said.
campus crime issued last year.
Shapell’s statistics were disputed ’Several of the urban UC campuses
have become a hunting ground for
by university oft icials.
"He was wrong. I don’t know gangs from as far as 40 miles away .
Shapell said he was shocked
where he got those figures." said
UCLA assistant vice chancellor John when he Mund the LI(’ system spends
only $12 million for campus security
Barber

out of its multibillion -dollar budget.
"I was absolutely dumbfounded.
What do we expect to get for that?"
Shapell said.
Barber said the 320 state police
officers on the nine UC campuses were
doing a good job, hut he noted officers
are paid 20 percent less than their municipal counterparts.
"We have held the line and done
a reasonable job," he told the commission.
"The influx of the vicious, criminal street gangs of all ethnic groups is
the same in major cities as it is on
these campuses." Barber said. ’There
are no walls around these campuses.. ’
Jeff Stetson. spokesman for the
California State University system,
said the I9-campus system doesn’t
compile annual crime statistics and
none were available. Barber noted few
students live on CSU campuses and
that companng UC and CSU statistics
would he meaningless.

ledon changes need to be made, he will call an
emergency session of the A.S. board of directors.
he said.
"I have to give 24 hours notice. but I’m
probably going to do it because I want to see this
thing get off the ground."
Once approved, the credit union is ready to
go.
Since January when Boothe signed an executive order, the credit union has been set up in the
A.S. business office.
It consists of two tables and a sale on the
right side of the office.

A.S. presidential veto
endures board backlash
VETO, from pd)te
and A.S. controller Robert Cruz,
Boothe said he would help the group
get its money if it came up with II
more students.
"I will personally challenge you
to find 11 students," Boothe said at
that time. "If you do that. then I will
personally ask the A.S. to reconsider
allocating the full amount for your costumes,"
Uyuklu and other members of the
group spent Monday and Tuesday in
front of the Student Union, in dormitories and in the dance department trying
to round up the necessary lb.
Uyuklu then called Boothe late
Tuesday night and told him he had 11
new SJSU students who wanted to join
the group.
"I told him that I would bring it
before the hoard next week." Boothe
said,

But the cluh, which wants the
costumes for its shows at Texas Technical University in the first week of
April, attempted to get the money at
Wednesday’s meeting.
"We have the 11 new memhers," Webb said.
Yet, under questioning from the
board. Webb admitted that the 11
would not he forced to join the dance
troupe.
"They may join the dance troupe,
they may become musicians, they may
help organize, hut we’re not going to
break arms to get them to join," he
said.
Boothe said he will ask for the
names and the social security numbers
of the new members so he can talk to
them.
He will then meet with the club to
decide what should he done, he said.

New light shed on dying stars
LOS ANGELES (API - A device deep beneath the Alps apparently
detected tiny particles emitted by an
exploding star, evidence that dying
stars are reborn as neutron stars or
black holes, scientists said Thursday.
The observation of these neutrinos will be the first time "we’ve been
able to see either a neutron star or

"My secret to
success???
Advertising ha
the Spartan Daily.
277-3171."

black hole forming" from material left
behind when a star explodes as a vupemova, said University of Arizona
astrophysicist Adam Burrows.
Current theory says that when
massive stars much larger than our sun
exhaust their nuclear fuel, they cot.
lapse until much of their matter citplodes in a supernova.

Pile sound
’music’ to
Fullerton
PROJECT 88, from page I
into the ground with an expected total
of 420.
The pile driving, which is the first
step in the construction of a building’s
loundation, began four weeks behind
schedule. Widen said. The delay came
when new piles had to he designed to
suit soil conditions at the site.
Widen said he expects to make up
the lost time by working overtime during some stage of the foundation construction.
The pile driving is moving faster
than expected and will not require
overtime. Widen said.
’’I’m going to play it by ear. I’m
going to pick it up either during the
pouring of the concrete lot the pile
caps or during the structural steel setting." he said.
Ten indicator piles, which were
driven as part of a soil test, were monitored by a soil engineer. said Widen.
These test piles did not meet the necessary blows per foot criteria. This required redesigning the piles.
"Indicator piles revealed what
wasn’t suspected in terms of where
they assume they’ll hit gravel." said
Herb Cleaveland, California State
University construction inspector for
the project.
Jay Pinson, dean of the School of
Engineering, said he considers the pile
driving a measure of progress.
"You’ve got to look at the project
going through stages. The pile driving
will take another 20 or 25 days." he
said
Pinson said he knew that the
noise from the pile driving could be
disruptive and has made arrangements
for moms to he made available for examinations and lectures. if needed.
"Some students can study better
with music and some need silence."
Pinson said.
Widen said he had not received
any complaints about noise this week.
Pinson said it was difficult to arrange for projects on a non-interfering
basis.
"You’ve got to put up with a
little hit of inconvenience." he said.
At a news conference this week,
President Gail Fullerton said the noise
of the pile driving was "music to my
ears and I’m sure to Dr. Pinson’s" because of the work involved in making
Project 88 a reality.
"President Fullerton is correct. In
many ways, it’s a pleasant sound."
Pinson said.

Porn makers
charged with
using minor
LOS ANGELES (API --- Three
men were indicted Thursday on
charges of using porno queen Traci
Lords in sexually explicit films while
she was a minor, U.S. Attorney Robert C’. Bonner announced.
Ronald Rene Kantor. 40, and Rupert Sebastian Macnee, 39. both of
Los Angeles. and James Marvin
Souter Jr.. 47, of Thousand Oaks,
were indicted as part of an investigation that started in July when it was
discovered Lords was as young as 15
when she starred in some of her films.
The federal government was
asked by the district attorney to determine if Lords and other popular Xrated actresses were underage when
they starred in any of their movies.
Lords, who appeared in over 75
films. including "New Wave Hookers." "Lust in the Fast Lane" and
"Night of Living Dangerously,"
made all her movies before she was
H.
In July. retailers were forced to
pull videos of all her movies from their
shelves since her entire catalog was
deemed illegal.

MEN’S
GYMNASTICS

vs.
Univ. of
Oklahoma
March 6th
2:00 p.m.

SJSU WOMEN’S
TENNIS
FREE ADMISSION
South Campus Courts
Ilth and Humbo)t
Info 14081277-3283
Funded be Aseactoesd Students

SAN JOSE STATE
Vs.
STANF()il)
Spartan Gym
4th and San Cark)s
Tickets: $3.(x), $2.(x), $1.00
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